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M ost contractors

d o  a  p r e t t y
g o o d  j o b  o f

surviving and seem to make the day-to-

day decisions that are necessary to com-

plete their piece of the project on a

timely basis and remain somewhat prof-

itable as each year passes. Today’s con-

tracting firm has most likely gone

through an evolutionary process of

change without really changing the way

it operates or manages the business.

Someone like a family member started

the business from scratch. He worked

hard, put in long hours and did what-

ever it took to survive. The company

grew, other family members or friends

were probably added; everybody was

working, but there was no organized

plan to move forward. Although sales

volume was increasing profits were not,

and it seemed to get tougher and more

frustrating to succeed, even though

more “experts” were on the payroll.

Many of you reading this article may be

saying: “This sounds familiar. As a mat-

ter of fact, this is what’s happening to

me right now. What can I do to make

things better?”

Hopefully, this article will begin to give

you the blueprint you need to install a

management system that includes all

the elements to help you grow and

achieve optimum profitability as you

move toward the future. This article

will provide the blueprint to build a

sound management system, that of

achieving organizational excellence

through teamwork

Before we present the model, let’s clear-

ly define what we mean by the terms

“excellence” and “teamwork.” All mem-

bers of the organization need to buy

into and understand these concepts

before any system is implemented.

Excellence means striving for perfec-

tion. It means giving painstaking atten-

tion to detail. It’s a commitment to be

the best. Excellence may also mean

endless work, but it also means project-

ing positive attitudes and working

smarter, not harder.

Teamwork involves individual commit-

ment to a group effort, and each indi-

vidual needs to develop his or her tal-

ents and abilities to the fullest. It takes

the different and diverse talents of indi-

viduals blending together to achieve

organizational objectives.

Excellence and teamwork now become

the key focus points in the development

of a strategic plan: a process by which

members from all levels of the organiza-

tion envision the organization’s future

and develop the necessary procedures

and strategies that will shape and guide

the organization to its new vision of the
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future. It focuses on the process of plan-

ning, not the plan that is produced.

Strategic planning is characterized by

organizational self-examination, con-

fronting difficult choices, action plan-

ning and setting priorities. Once the

strategic direction has been set, three

steps for success become critical:

n Developing the strategies and

processes that will comprise the man-

agement system.

n Implementing the plan.

n Effectively monitoring and manag-

ing the strategy.

To shape strategic success and develop a

management system based on exel-

lence and teamwork, it is essential that

all members of the organization are

made aware of, understand and com-

mit to the following nine keys:

n Decisions must be based on values.

n The mission must be made crystal

clear to everyone in the organization.

n The leadership must sound a “rally-

ing cry” that excites and involves peo-

ple.

n The people must be empowered and

encouraged to be innovative and to per-

severe, to make decisions at their level to

ensure continuous quality work

n The people must successfully over-

come obstacles.

n Productive risk-taking must be seen

as a desirable investment in establishing

strategic success.

n Strategies must be carefully imple-

mented, with built-in, well-established

feedback mechanisms.

n All along the way strategic direc-

tions must be managed with “down-

board” thinking: constant tracking,

continuing feedback and redirecting

and refocusing.

n Maintaining a market focus is the

key that determines the success of the

organization. The critical question

becomes: “Is the organization desirable

in the eyes of the customer?”

The foundation is now in place. Now it

is time to build a new view of organiza-

tional reality by using a model that will

provide both new direction and new

energy to the company It’s also impor-

tant to realize that change doesn’t come

easily Everyone must understand that it

will take from nine to 12 months to suc-

cessfully implement the process. Signifi-

cant stumbling blocks will arise at vari-

ous intervals that will need to be resolved

before the next step can be taken.

There are nine steps to creating a strate-

gic planning model for achieving exel-

lence through teamwork.

Step One. Organizational com-

mitment to the process (formation of

teams). Those in upper management

must not only commit to the process,

they must be willing to invest time and

effort that is visible to the rest of the

company. Representatives of upper

management will form a Management

Strategy Team to energize the planning

process. They’re the ones responsible

for steering and guiding the process at

each step along the way,

An Executive Strategy Team is then

formed with representatives from each

functional area of responsibility This

team reports its progress to the MST at
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regularly scheduled meetings and is

charged with the prime responsibility

of problem-solving and quali ty

improvement as the process unfolds.

Each EST member is responsible for

forming Productivity Action Teams in

their area of responsibility. A PAT is a

group of four to six employees who

come together as a work improvement

team to remove barriers to productivity

on the jobsite and/or to establish better

teamwork between the office and the

field. The team disbands after complet-

ing their assignment. Teams can be

energized at any time when there are

new obstacles or problems to resolve.

Step Two. Focus on the future.

Top management needs to forecast the

future by asking themselves questions

like these: Where do you want to be five

years from now (size of company total

sales market niche, etc.)? How will that

success be measured? What will be

done to achieve it?

Once this “future vision” is crystallized,

it must be communicated to all employ-

ees so that they can focus their energies

on activities that will maximize creative

output within realistic parameters.

Step Three. Formulate the com-

pany’s mission and values. Employees

representing various functions in the

company (approximately 12) will come

together with management to develop a

mission and values statement. (This

should be the EST.)

The mission statement is a clear state-

ment of the business the company is in,

along with a declaration of the purpose

the company is attempting to fulfill in

the marketplace. A sound mission state-

ment answers the following questions:

n What is the company’s primary rea-

son for existing?

n What function does the company

perform?

n For whom does the company per-

form this function?

n How does the company go about

filling this function?

The values statement is the company’s

“philosophy of operations,” which is a

series of statements identifying how the

company does business and what is

really important to them.

Once the mission and values state-

ments have been formulated, they
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should be communicated and ex-

plained to all the employees. These two

statements comprise the “company

creed,” and all employees are expected

to use it in their daily work

Step Four. Assess the organiza-
tion. An assessment team or a consultant

will conduct an organizational assess-
ment of management/ supervisory effec-

tiveness and identify barriers to jobsite

productivity and any blockages that

have a negative impact on teamwork,

employee morale and productivity The

assessment team will prepare a compre-

hensive report of the findings and make

specific recommendations to refine the

management system; remove the orga-

nizational blockages and the barriers to

productivity; facilitate organizational

change: and install the necessary con-

trols to improve overall organizational

effectiveness.

Step Five. Review the OA re-

sults. The assessment team will provide

feedback to management and the

employees about the organizational

assessment results. They will present

the strengths of the organization, areas

where improvement is needed and the

specific actions necessary for facilitating

organizational change.

Step Six. Establish strategic plan-

ning priorities. The assessment team

will begin the “action planning process”

by indicating the organization’s capaci-

ty to move in the identified strategic

directions. They will prioritize the

strategies that need to be implemented

and develop a preliminary schedule for

meeting those priorities over a nine- to

12-month period.

Step Seven. Energize action

planning. This is where the productivity

action teams are formed to participate in

and carry out their role in implementing

the strategies for quality improvement

and for improving overall organizational

effectiveness in their specific function. It

is each team’s responsibility to develop

“action plans” for accomplishing the

desired results in specific time frames.

This is where excitement and empower-

ment builds and people become key

players in the strategic planning process.

Step Eight. Develop the mea-

surement indicators. It is important to

develop job specifications to appraise

employee performance, to pay people

for results, to install effective job con-

trols, to provide incentives for excel-

lence, to conduct effective employee

orientation, to communicate company

policy and procedures, to establish a

sound jobsite safety program and to

install a tool/equipment/material in-

ventory/distribution system. These are

the strategic planning “pieces” that

solidify the process and strengthen your

quest for excellence through teamwork.

These “pieces” need to be developed

and should be done with employee

involvement through the PATS.

Step Nine. Ongoing environ-

mental scanning. The EST and PATS

must continually “take the temperature”

of what’s going on around them. This

ongoing scanning or monitoring will

make the organization members aware
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of ongoing blockages and pitfalls that

affect employee morale and productivi-

ty. As those blockages, issues or concerns

are identified, PAT can be energized to

formulate action plans to eliminate

them. Environment scanning is not a

phase of the strategic planning process; it

is an ongoing strategy that becomes

especially critical in assessing the day-to-

day effectiveness of each operating unit.

When all of this is in place, what you

will have is a high-performance, high

commitment, integrated management

system that requires consistent and con-

tinuous attention to the following:

Excellence. Always striving to be the best

by establishing a bias for achieving high

quality results within specific time lines.

Teamwork. The MST, EST and PATs

blend together and maintain close com-

munications with each other to ensure

that all elements of the strategic planning

process are congruent with the stated

objectives and end results. The ongoing

effectiveness of this high performance,

high commitment system requires con-

stant planning and interaction among

the various teams to achieve optimum

quality and profitability on each project.

Sound leadership. The challenge for the

organizational leaders is to continually

ask themselves these questions and keep

them in the forefront of their thinking:

Do we want to seek quality in everything

we do? Will we overcome the struggle to

move forward rather than return to a tra-

ditional way of doing things? Are we

willing to become systematic thinkers

and planners? Do we believe that this

management system will make a differ-

ence in the marketplace?

If the answers are “yes,” then the leaders

need to understand that they are “buy-

ing into” and initiating a redistribution

of power, which leads to empowerment.

Power is extended to people who do the

work. Their intelligence is valued, their

potential for learning and getting

involved is encouraged, and their inter-

est in caring is fostered. Middle and

upper management begin to treat peo-

ple as adults and value them as resources

to the success of the company. Delegat-

ing responsibility and commensurate

authority expanding employees’ roles

and sharing information about the com-

pany will foster a management and work

system characterized by high energy,

continuous learning and quali ty

improvement that becomes an obvious

choice for all team players.

The strategic planning process and a

management system of achieving organi-

zational excellence through teamwork is

a systematic effort by your company to

deal with the inevitability of change and

to attempt to envision its own future.

The importance of this process and the

accompanying elements will enable an

organization to shape its own future

rather than to prepare for the future.
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